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Finding out Nelson Mandela was an artist was a 

bit like finding out Daniel Day Lewis is a 

shoemaker or that Brad Pitt is a vintner. 

Surprise quickly subsides to a realization that a 

reappraisal is overdue. 

The fundamentals, however, remain.  Here is a 

man who refused to be cowed, even when 

rested to the limits.  Having been imprisoned 

for almost three decades as a political terrorist, 

Mandela was freed, pardoned and later rose to 

become his nation’s first black president, 

restoring faith in justice and fairness. both in 

South African, and across the world. 

Born 18 July, 1918, Mandela graduated in law 
before rising to prominence in the ANC’s 
(African National Congress) defiance campaign 
of 1952. In 1961 he founded the militant 
Umkhontowe Sizwe (Spear of the Nation), in 
order to fight apartheid, a campaign which led 
to his 27 year imprisonment. During this time, 
civil society disintegrated to the extent that 
then President F.W. de Klerk, felt compelled t 
enter into negotiations, which would eventually 
lead to the abolishment of apartheid, the 
establishment of multiracial elections, and the 
consequent election of the ANC in 1994. 
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Elected president by the National Assembly and armed 

with a new constitution, ‘Madiba’ (his clan name) or 

‘Tata’ (father) as he was fondly known by his 

compatriots, led attempts to establish a ‘Rainbow 

Nation’ starting with a broad cabinet. 

Stepping down in 1998, he continued to occupy himself 

with a range of charities and philanthropic organisations 

for the rest of this life, especially targeting AIDs and 

cancer awareness, up until his sad passing in December 

2013. 

This much, of course, is well documented. His artistic 

work, however, is still something of a mystery.  

Enlightening me further on the Mandela behind the 

headlines today are mother and daughter duo Anna 

Hunter and Laura Walford, the founders of Belgravia 

Gallery, who will be showcasing an exceptional Nelson 

Mandela exhibition this month.  First located on Ebury 

Street, the gallery upped sticks to Albemarle Street in 

2004, but has retained much of its original character, as 

well as its emphasis on raising funds for charity. 

Hunter and Walford hope to share the late political icon’s 

attempts to give shape and colour to some of Mandela’s 

strongest memories.  The two were there in New York 

when Mandela first put crayon to paper in 2002.  They 

found themselves at the leader’s home, chatting to him 

as he signed his first series of artwork. 

‘We were sharpening his pencils as he told us how 

Princess Diana had really changed attitudes on AIDs on 

the continent. He’d recalled how whole court rooms 

would clear if accused parties confessed to having the 

disease. But perceptions were challenged when people 

dwelled on the fact that a British princess embraced and 

loved sufferers’, explains Hunter. 

He wasn’t afraid to have an opinion: “Blair was Bush’s 

poodle, the invasion of Iraq was a terrible idea…”. He was 

very clear about what he believed, adds Walford.  

It was under the tutelage of the young Varenka Paschke, 

that Mandela channeled his artistic voice. Many of his 

works suggest Paschke may have encouraged him to look 

at the heavy, intuitive lines of Picasso’s Peace Movement 

drawings. 

Both Walford and Hunter were invited to attend a 100-

strong dinner to celebrate the launch of Mandela’s first 

series of art in the February that followed. It was no 

ordinary destination, however. They found themselves 

getting the boat to Robben Island Prison, less than 10 

miles off the coast of Cape Town, a place that framed 

Mandela’s world for 18 years.  ‘It was in the games room. 

It’d been completely done up – not without drama of 

course – one of the washrooms fell into the sea en route’ 

recalls Hunter. 

And what a superb collection it is.  The Struggle Series: 

five sketches of hands in states of struggle, 

imprisonment, freedom, unity and future provide a great 

sweep, a perfect adumbration of both the architecture 

of the prison itself and the furniture of Mandela’s mind. 

Each piece features a beautifully hand-written caption 

that can run into pages. A poignant excerpt of the 

caption for The Courtyard is as follows: ‘Despite my 

efforts the [tomato] plant began to wither and nothing I 

did would heal it. When it died I took it carefully from the 

soil, washed its roots and buried it in the garden.  I felt 

sad. IT once again reminded me of where I was, and the 

hopeless mess I felt at being unable to nourish other 

relationships in my life.’ 

Strong, sold colours and direct, bold lines impart a sheen 

of innocence onto images that, as Mandela said himself, 

contrast brilliantly with the grey and green khaki he saw 

so much of in prison.  The colour invades the page almost 

as grace might; both imposters march into and occupy 

the page.  Therein lay Mandela’s power, his ability to re-

enchant the topography of this prison was 

indistinguishable from his facility for restoring hope in 

the political landscape. 

 


